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The cataphoric use of the indefinite this
in spoken narratives
MORTON ANN GERNSBACHER and SUZANNE SHROYER

University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
Are concepts that were introduced with the unstressed, indefinite article this, as opposed
to the indefinite a/an, more accessible from listeners' mental representations? Subjects heard
and then verbally continued each of a series of informal narratives. The last clause of each nar
rative introduced a new noun phrase that began with either the indefinite this or the indefinite
a/an (e.g., this egg or an egg). When the concepts were introduced with the indefinite this, the
subjects referred to them more frequently, often within the first clauses that they produced, and
typically via pronouns. In contrast, when the concepts were introduced with a/an, the subjects
referred to them less frequently and typically via full noun phrases. Thus, concepts introduced
with the indefinite this were more accessible; therefore, the indefinite this appears to operate
cataphorically to improve referential access.

As speakers speak, listeners build mental representa

whether concepts introduced with the indefinite this are

tions of the ongoing discourse. Both listeners and speakers

more accessible than concepts introduced with the more

benefit if these representations are efficiently constructed.

typical indefinite article a. Before describing our experi

One characteristic of an efficient mental representation

mental investigation, however, we shall further describe

is that key concepts are easily accessible.

the particular device we studied.

We propose that speakers use certain devices to mark

THE INDEFINITE THIS

key concepts-in particular, concepts that might play a
pivotal role in the upcoming discourse. We also propose
that concepts marked with these devices have a privileged

Most of us are familiar with the indefinite article this;

status in listeners' mental representations-in particular,

we use it frequently to introduce concepts in jokes, as in

they are more accessible. We will call these devices

"So this man walks into a bar," or "So a man walks into

cataphoric devices. 1

a bar with this parrot on his shoulder.'' We also use the
indefinite this to introduce concepts in narratives or con

We envision cataphoric devices as counterparts to

(1982) car

anaphoric devices. Anaphoric devices signal that certain

versations, as illustrated by one of Larson's

concepts have been mentioned previously. Anaphoric

toon characters, a cocktail waitress recounting the events

devices also improve previously mentioned concepts' ac

of a barroom brawl:

cessibility from comprehenders' mental representations.

I

For instance, the anaphoric noun phrase, the criminal,
makes the previously mentioned concept, a burglar, more
accessible (Dell, McKoon, & Ratcliff,

.

So then this little sailor dude whips out a can of spinach,
this crazy music starts playin', and well, just look at this
place. [emphasis ours]

1983) .

Actually, only the first two thises in (I) are examples

In contrast to anaphoric devices, which signal that cer

of the indefinite this; the third this, in "well, just look

tain concepts have previously been mentioned, we pro

at this place,'' exemplifies the stressed this. The indefinite
this differs from both the stressed this and the deictic this

pose that cataphoric devices signal that certain concepts
might subsequently be rementioned. Thus, anaphoric

(as in "This is a mess," or "Look at this!") because the

devices signal backward mention, whereas cataphoric
devices signal forward mention. But we propose that
cataphoric devices, like anaphoric ones, also improve their
concepts' accessibility.

.
In this paper, we explore a candidate cataphoric device.

It is the unstressed, indefinite article this. We investigate

stressed and deictic thises are definite (Perlman,

1969).

According to linguists, a classic test of indefiniteness is
occurrence in the existential-there construction. As (2) and

(3) demonstrate below, the indefinite this and the indefinite
alan pass this indefiniteness test.
2 . There was this guy in my class last semester.
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3 . There was
But as

a

guy in my class last semester.

(4) demonstrates, the definite article the fails.

4 . *There was the guy in my class last semester.
The indefinite this is interesting for a couple of reasons.
First, it is a relative newcomer to English; Wald

(1983)

INDEFINITE THIS
suggests that its use dates back only to the late 1930s. Sec
ond, the indefinite this occurs considerably more often
in informal, spoken, dialects than in formal or written
ones, although many prescriptive grammarians dictate that
it is unacceptable in any dialect (Prince, 1981).
By definition, the indefinite this, like the indefinite alan,
is used to introduce new concepts into a discourse. 2 In
deed, of the 243 occurrences of the indefinite this that
Prince (1981) observed in Terkel's (1974) book, Work
ing, 242 introduced a distinctly new concept; the only ex
ception was arguably introducing the same lexical form
but with a different referent. More interestingly, however,
in 209 of the 242 occurrences that Prince (1981) observed,
the concept introduced with the indefinite this was referred
to again.
This observation was quantified more explicitly by
Wright and Giv6n (1987). They recorded 8- and 10-year
olds telling one another informal stories and jokes. When
the children introduced concepts with the indefinite this,
they referred to those concepts an average of 5.32 times
in the subsequent lO clauses that they produced; in con
trast, when the children introduced concepts with the in
definite a, they referred to those concepts an average of
only 0.68 times in their next lO clauses.
These data suggest that concepts introduced with the
indefinite this play a pivotal role in the subsequent narra
tive. Thus, it would behoove speakers if such concepts
were established in their listeners' mental representations
in a way that they could be referred to easily (in other
words, if they were made more accessible). Perhaps they
were introduced with the indefinite this, as opposed to
the more typical indefinite alan, in order to improve their
accessibility.
Indeed, Prince (1981) suggests that the indefinite this
parallels a convention in American Sign Language, in
which signers establish an absent third person on their
right if that third person is intended to be referred to later.
An absent third person who is not intended to be subse
quently referred to is not established this way. Thus, this
convention in American Sign Language also appears to
operate as what we have been calling a cataphoric device.
ARE CONCEPTS INTRODUCED WITH THE
INDEFINITE THIS MORE ACCESSIBLE?

Our question in this research was whether concepts in
troduced with the indefmite this, as opposed to the in
definite a, are more accessible from listeners' mental
representations. To answer this question, we conducted
the following experiment: We auditorily presented several
informal narratives to our subjects, first informing them
that at some point in each narrative the narrator would
stop talking; when this happened, it was the subjects' job
to continue telling the narrative. We constructed our nar
ratives so that the last clause of each one introduced a
new noun phrase. We shall refer to those nouns as "crit
ical" nouns. We manipulated whether each critical noun
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was introduced by the indefinite this or the indefinite a.
Below is an example experimental narrative.
5. I went to the coast last weekend with Sally. We'd
checked the tide schedule 'n we'd planned to arrive at
low tide-'cuz I just love beachcomb in'. Right off, I
found 3 whole sand dollars. So then I started lookin'
fo r agates, but I couldn't fmd any. Sally was pretty busy
too. She found this/an egg . ..

We proposed that accessibility would be manifested
in our subjects' continuations in three ways: frequency
of reference, immediacy of reference, and referential
explicitness.
By frequency of reference, we meant simply how often
the subjects referred to the critical nouns. Presumably,
the more accessible a concept is in a speaker's mental
representation, the more frequently he or she will refer
to it. If introducing concepts with the indefinite this makes
those concepts more accessible in listeners' mental rep
resentations, then when our subjects changed from being
listeners to speakers-that is, when they continued each
narrative-they should have referred more frequently to
critical nouns introduced with this than to critical nouns
introduced with a.
By immediacy of reference, we meant how likely it
was that the subjects would immediately refer to the crit
ical nouns. Presumably, the more accessible a concept
is in a speaker's mental representation, the more quickly
he or she can refer to it. Indeed, numerous descriptive
linguistic and experimental psycholinguistic data demon
strate that accessibility-both natural and experimentally
induced-strongly predicts initial mention (see reviews
by Bock, 1982, 1986; Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988,
in press; Kelly, Bock, & Keil, 1986). If introducing con
cepts with the indefinite this makes those concepts more
accessible, then when our subjects began their continua
tions, they should have been more likely to refer immedi
ately to critical nouns introduced with this than to critical
nouns introduced with a.
By referential explicitness, we meant how likely it was
that subjects would refer to the critical nouns with more
explicit forms of anaphora, such as noun phrases, as op
posed to less explicit forms, such as zero anaphors or
pronouns. We proposed that accessibility would be man
ifested in referential explicitness because referential ex
plicitness is inversely related to focus, foregrounding, and
topicality. That is, speakers and writers use less explicit
anaphors, such as pronouns, to refer to more focused,
foregrounded, or topical concepts, and they use more ex
plicit anaphors, such as noun phrases, to refer to less fo
cused, backgrounded, or peripheral concepts (Chafe,
1974, 1976; Fletcher, 1984, Giv6n, 1983; Marslen
Wilson, Levy, & Tyler, 1982; Sidner, 1983; van Dijk
& Kintsch, 1983).
Presumbly, this relation exists because concepts that are
more focused, foregrounded, or topical are more acces
sible in both the producers' (speakers or writers) and the
comprehenders' (listeners or readers) mental represen-
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tations. When one considers anaphors as retrieval cues,
this relation makes sense: The more accessible the con
cept is, the less explicit the retrieval cue needs to be
(Gernsbacher, in press). That is why referential explicit
ness would be inversely related to focus, foregrounding,
or topicalization, and why it would manifest accessibility.
If introducing concepts with the indefinite this makes
those concepts more accessible, then our subjects should
have been more likely to use explicit anaphors to refer
to critical nouns introduced with the indefinite this and
more explicit anaphors to refer to critical nouns introduced
with the indefinite a.
To summarize, we investigated three manifestations of
accessibility: frequency of reference (how frequently sub
jects referred to the critical nouns), immediacy of refer
ence (how likely subjects were to immediately refer to
the critical nouns), and referential explicitness (how likely
subjects were to use more versus less explicit forms of
anaphora to refer to the critical nouns).
METHOD
Subjects
Forty-five undergraduates at the University of Oregon partici
pated as one means of fulfilling a course requirement. All were na
tive American English speakers.

Materials
We constructed 20 experimental narratives and 8 filler narratives.
They ranged in length from 57 to 153 words. with an average length
of93.7 words. All were written in a very informal, conversational
dialect. The 20 experimental narratives were randomly ordered and
intermixed with the 8 filler narratives. The purpose of the filler
narratives was to camouflage the several this-introduced nouns in
the final clauses of the experimental narratives.
All 28 narratives were recorded by a college-aged male who was
naive with respect to the experimental hypotheses. Our narrator
recorded two tapes: On one tape, half the experimental narratives
were recorded in their this-introduced form and the other half were
recorded in their a-introduced form. On the other tape, the reverse
was true. One indication of our narrator's naivete was that he in
advertently recorded two of the experimental narratives in their this
form on both tapes; that is, he failed to attend closely enough to
his script. Not realizing this mistake until after collecting the data,
we omitted these two narratives from our analyses.

Procedure
Each subject sat in a soundproofed room during the experiment
and heard the prerecorded narratives and instructions over a set
of headphones. The subjects were told that they would hear the be
ginnings of 28 stories, each of which they should complete as they
felt the narrator of the stories would have done. Thi rty seconds were

(1979). In these transcriptions, clause boundaries were
marked on the basis of finite verbs and intonation groups
(Chafe, 1980). Then, two judges, who were blind to the
subjects' identities and the narratives' experimental con
ditions (i.e., whether the critical nouns were introduced
with this or with a), scored the transcriptions.
Frequency of Reference

Our first measure of accessibility consisted of how fre
quently subjects referred to the critical nouns. We pre
dicted that subjects would refer to the critical nouns more
frequently when the critical nouns were introduced with
the indefinite this than when they were introduced with
the indefinite a. To test this prediction, we counted the
number of times each subject referred to the critical nouns,
excluding false starts, hesitations, or other artifactual repe
titions (all of which were rare). We counted pronominal
reference, both zero and definite (e.g., "and he walked
into the room, and 0 took off his coat''), repeated noun
phrase reference ("and the man walked into the room"),
and synonymous noun phrase reference ("and the guy
walked into the room").
The subjects did indeed refer to the critical nouns more
frequently when they were introduced with this than with
a. More specifically, when the critical nouns were in
troduced with this, the subjects referred to them an aver
age of 4.05 times per continuation (SD = 1.16); in con
trast, when the critical nouns were introduced with a, the
subjects referred to them only 2.76 times per continuation
(SD = 1.14). This difference was statistically reliable:
t(44)
6.793, p < . 0001 , with the subjects as the unit
of analysis, and t(l7) = 2.556, p < .02, with the criti
cal nouns as the unit of analysis. In fact, we observed this
difference for 42 of the 45 subjects and 17 of the 18 criti
cal nouns.
The subjects did not, however, simply produce more
clauses when the critical nouns were introduced with this
rather than a; in both cases, they happened to produce
the same average number of clauses per continuation,
17.8. Rather, the subjects simply used more of their
clauses to refer to the critical nouns when the critical nouns
had been introduced with this.
As a striking illustration, below is Subject 3's continu
ation for the example narrative presented in (5) above.
Subject 3 heard this narrative with the critical noun egg
introduced with this. As illustrated below, Subject 3 fre
quently referred to the critical noun.
=

single tone. They were to stop talking then, if it was convenient

6. 'N it looked like it came from a lizard or something or
maybe a turtle, but we couldn't tell if it had hatched or

to do so, but if not, they could continue for an additional 10 sec,

not so we put it back where we found it just in case it

at which time they heard two tones. After the two tones, they were

was still alive.

allowed for each continuation. After 20 sec, the subjects heard a

given a 15-sec break before the next narrative. To get accustomed
to the experimental task, the subjects first practiced on two
narratives.

RESULTS

Each subject's continuations of the experimental nar
ratives were transcribed according to the methods of Ochs

In contrast, below is Subject 30's continuation for the
same narrative, but Subject 30 heard the narrative with
the critical noun egg introduced with a.
7 . But what I really wanted to fmd was a whole crab shell.
Y'know you can hardly ever find those. You always find
just bits and pieces. It's like someone deliberately comes
up 'n crunches 'em all before 'ya get there or somethin'.

INDEFINITE miS
Immediacy of Reference

Our second measure of accessibility consisted of how
quickly subjects referred to the critical nouns. We pre
dicted that the subjects would be more likely to refer to
the critical nouns immediately when the nouns were in
troduced with the indefinite this than when they were
introduced with the indefinite a. To test this prediction,
we examined the first clause that each subject produced
when he or she began continuing each narrative. We
examined these first clauses to ascertain whether the sub
jects were more likely to refer to the critical nouns in those
very first clauses when the nouns had been introduced with
this as opposed to a. Again, we counted pronominal refer
ence, repeated noun phrase reference, and synonymous
noun phrase reference.
The subjects were indeed more likely to refer to the
critical nouns in their very first clauses when the nouns
were introduced with this. More specifically, the subjects
referred to the critical nouns in 47% (SD
16%) of their
first clauses when they were continuing narratives that
introduced the nouns with this; in contrast, the subjects
referred to the critical nouns in only 34% (SD
19%)
of their first clauses when they were continuing narra
tives that introduced the nouns with a. This difference was
also statistically reliable: t( l ,44)
4.476, p < .001, with
the subjects as the unit of analysis, and t( l , 17)
2. 215,
p < .05, with the critical nouns as the unit of analysis.
=

=

=

=

Referential Explicitness

Our third measure of accessibility was the subjects'
choice of anaphoric referent for the critical nouns. Recall
that speakers use less explicit anaphors such as pronouns
and zero anaphors to refer to more accessible concepts,
and they use more explicit anaphors such as noun phrases
to refer to less accessible concepts. Therefore, we pre
dicted that the subjects would be more likely to use
pronouns and zero anaphors to refer to critical nouns in
troduced with the indefinite this. In contrast, we predicted
that the subjects would be more likely to use full noun
phrases to refer to critical nouns introduced with the in
definite a.
To test this prediction, we attended only to those con
tinuations in which the subjects did in fact refer to the
critical nouns. And in those continuations, we attended
only to the subjects' first references to the critical nouns
(since subsequent references are biased toward being less
explicit). There were 533 first references; 376 were made
with pronouns and zero anaphors (less explicit anaphors),
and 177 were made with noun phrases (more explicit
anaphors).
The subjects were indeed more likely to use less ex
plicit anaphors to refer to the critical nouns when the
nouns had been introduced with this. More specifically,
of the 376 references made with pronouns and zero
anaphors, 57% were references to this-introduced nouns,
and the remaining 43% were references to a-introduced
nouns. In contrast, the subjects were more likely to use
more explicit anaphors to refer to the critical nouns when
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they were introduced with a. More specifically, of the
177 references made with noun phrases, 54% were to
a-introduced nouns and the remaining 46% were to this
introduced nouns. Thus, the subjects used less explicit
anaphors to refer to this-introduced nouns and more ex
plicit anaphors to refer to a-introduced nouns. This asso
ciation statistically departed from chance: x2( l )
6.014,
p < .013.
=

DISCUSSION

To summarize our results, we found that introducing
nouns with the indefinite this, as opposed to the indefinite
alan, greatly affected our subjects' continuations: When
the nouns were introduced with this, the subjects referred
to them more frequently, often within the first clauses that
they produced, and typically via less explicit anaphors like
pronouns. In contrast, when the nouns were introduced
with a, the subjects referred to them Jess frequently, and
typically via more explicit anaphors such as full noun
phrases.
These data suggest that listeners are indeed sensitive
to the rapidly developing use of the indefinite this, and
that concepts introduced with the indefinite this are more
accessible from listeners' mental representations. In this
way, the indefinite this operates as what we are calling
a cataphoric device.
Another device that might work cataphorically in
spoken English is spoken stress. Initial phonemes are
recognized faster when they begin words that carry their
sentences' stress (Cutler, 1976; Cutler & Foss, 1977;
Shields, McHugh, & Martin, 1974), and stressed words
are presumed to signal information focus (Bock &
Mazella, 1983). Thus, spoken stress seems like a good
candidate for a cataphoric device. 3
How do cataphoric devices work? What cognitive
mechanisms mediate their effects? Perhaps the same cog
nitive mechanisms that improve referential access via
anaphoric devices improve referential access via cata
phoric devices. We have identified two mechanisms that
improve referential access via anaphora (Gernsbacher, in
press). They are enhancement and suppression. Enhance
ment increases the activation level of the rementioned con
cept's mental representation, and suppression decreases
or dampens the activation of other concepts' representa
tions. Because enhancement boosts the activation of the
rementioned concept, and because suppression dampens
the activation of other concepts, the net effect of both
mechanisms is that the anaphorically mentioned concept
is activated at a different level than other concepts are.
Cataphoric devices might also use these two mecha
nisms to increase the accessibility of cataphorically in
troduced concepts. Cataphoric devices might improve
their concepts' accessibility by enhancing or boosting the
activation of those concepts. Or cataphoric devices might
improve their concepts' accessibility by suppressing the
activation of other concepts. We are currently exploring
these possibilities.
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